
Diagnosis is a critical component of health care. The world of diagnostic tests is high-
ly dynamic. New tests are developed at a fast pace and technology of existing tests is 
continuously being improved. However, clinicians, policy makers, and patients routinely 
face a range of questions regarding diagnostic tests. Well designed diagnostic test ac-
curacy studies can help in making these decisions, provided that they transparently and 
fully report their participants, tests, methods, and results (as facilitated). For example, 
by the standards for the reporting of diagnostic accuracy studies (STARD) statement. 

Exaggerated and biased results from poorly designed and reported diagnostic test 
studies can trigger their premature dissemination and lead physicians into making in-
correct treatment decisions. Thus, a diagnostic test is useful only to the extent that it 
distinguishes between conditions or disorders that might otherwise be confused. While 
almost any test can differentiate healthy persons from severely affected ones, appropri-
ate diagnostic tests should differentiate mild and moderate forms of disease.

Shortcomings in a study design and interpretation can affect estimates of diagnostic 
accuracy. Thus, quality diagnostic studies are essential in medicine in general and in-
terventional pain management in particular. The STARD initiative was developed to im-
prove the accuracy and completeness in the reporting of studies of diagnostic accura-
cy and provide guidance to assist in reducing the potential for bias in the study and to 
evaluate a study’s generalizability. 

In the practice of interventional pain management, in addition to diagnostic tests which 
include laboratory tests, imaging tests, and physical examination,  diagnostic interven-
tional techniques are crucial. Interventional techniques as a diagnostic tool in painful 
conditions is important due to multiple challenging clinical situations, which include 
the purely subjective nature of pain and underdetermined and uncertain pathophysi-
ology in most painful spinal conditions. Precision diagnostic blocks are used to clarify 
these challenging clinical situations in order to determine the pathophysiology of clini-
cal pain, the site of nociception, and the pathway of afferent neural signals. 

Part 5 of evidence-based medicine (EBM) in interventional pain management describes 
the various aspects of diagnostic accuracy studies. 
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There are several potential threats to the in-
ternal and external validity of a study of diagnostic 
accuracy. A survey of studies of diagnostic accuracy 
published in 4 medical journals between 1978 and 
1993 revealed that the methodologic quality was 
mediocre at best (9). In addition, the absence of 
critical information about the design and conduct 
of diagnostic studies has been confirmed in meta-
analyses (10,11). It was also shown that diagnostic 
studies with specific design features are associated 
with biased, optimistic estimates of diagnostic accu-
racy compared to studies without such deficiencies 
(12). In an evaluation of the assessment of neck pain 
and its associated disorders, it was shown that there 
was little information on the validity or utility of 
self-reported history in evaluating neck pain (13). 

Shortcomings in study design can affect esti-
mates of diagnostic accuracy (14-37). It has been 
reported that many issues in the design and con-
duct of diagnostic accuracy studies can lead to bias 
or variation (38). In a recent manuscript evaluating 
systematic reviews of diagnostic test accuracy, it was 
shown that the challenges that remain are the poor 
reporting of original diagnostic test accuracy studies 
and difficulties with the interpretation of the results 
of diagnostic test accuracy research (39). A litera-
ture survey of sample sizes of studies on diagnostic 
accuracy concluded that few studies on diagnostic 
accuracy report considerations of sample size. Fur-
ther, the number of participants in most studies on 
diagnostic accuracy is probably too small to analyze 
variability of the measure of accuracy across patient 
subgroups (40). 

Multiple issues of diagnostic accuracy of inter-
ventional techniques have been described (19-37). 
Similar to the Consolidated Standards of Reporting 
Trials (CONSORT) (41-43), the Strengthening the Re-
porting of Observational Studies in Epidemiology 
(STROBE) (44,45), and the Standards for the Report-
ing of Diagnostic Accuracy studies (STARD) initiative 
were established to improve accuracy and complete-
ness in the reporting of studies of diagnostic accu-
racy (4). Further, the Grading Recommendations As-
sessment, Development and Education (GRADE) for 
diagnosis and strategies also has been published 
(1). 

The objective of this manuscript is to review the 
importance of design, implementation, and report-
ing of diagnostic accuracy trials in interventional 
pain management.

Making a diagnosis is a complex cognitive 
task that involves both logical reasoning 
and pattern recognition. Diagnostics 

is the process of identifying a medical condition or 
disease by its signs and symptoms from the results of a 
clinical examination and other evaluative procedures. 
Apart from signs and symptoms, clinicians use a variety 
of tests including imaging and biochemistry to identify 
physiological derangements, establish prognosis, 
monitor illness, and diagnose (1,2). Consequently, the 
term diagnostic criteria designates the combination 
of findings which allows the clinician to ascertain the 
diagnosis of the respective disease (3). 

Clinicians often use diagnostic criteria as a package 
or strategy (1). The clinician generally formulates a hy-
pothesis of likely diagnosis and in many cases will ob-
tain further testing to confirm or clarify the diagnosis, 
before suggesting definitive treatment. Consequently, 
a clinician often thinks of evaluating or recommend-
ing not a single test, but a diagnostic strategy. 

In modern medicine, the diagnosis of illness, along 
with diagnostic accuracy of individual or combined di-
agnostic tests, serves as the basis for decisions on the 
treatment strategies, referrals, disability assessments, 
reimbursement, and more (3). 

The world of diagnostic tests is highly dynamic. 
New tests are developed at a fast rate and technology 
of existing tests is continuously being improved. Exag-
gerated and biased results from poorly designed and 
reported diagnostic test studies can trigger their pre-
mature dissemination and lead physicians into making 
incorrect treatment decisions (4).

A diagnostic test is useful only to the extent that 
it distinguishes between conditions or disorders that 
might otherwise be confused. Almost any test can 
differentiate healthy persons from severely affected 
ones; this ability however tells us nothing about the 
clinical utility of a test. The true pragmatic value of a 
test is therefore established only in a study that close-
ly resembles clinical practice. Usually, when clinicians 
think about diagnostic tests, they focus on accuracy 
(sensitivity and specificity), that is, how well the test 
classifies patients correctly as having or not having a 
disease. The underlying assumption is, however, that 
obtaining a better idea of whether a target condition 
is present or absent will result in improved outcome. 
Diagnostic accuracy can be expressed in many ways, 
including sensitivity and specificity, likelihood ratios, 
diagnostic odds ratio, and the area under a receiver-
operator characteristics (ROC) curve (5-8).
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1.0 An IntroductIon to dIAgnostIc 
studIes

Studies to determine the diagnostic accuracy of 
a test are a vital part in the evaluation process of a 
patient (14-39,46-48). The term test refers to any 
method for obtaining additional information on a 
patient’s health status. It includes information from 
the history and physical examination, laboratory tests, 
imaging tests, functional assessments, psychological 
evaluation, and finally, histopathology. The results of 
diagnosis provide the basis for further clinical actions, 
further diagnostic testing, or the initiation, modifica-
tion, or termination of treatment (4).

The condition of interest or target condition can 
refer to a particular disease or to any other identifi-
able condition that may prompt clinical actions. In 
this framework, the reference standard is considered 
to be the best available method for establishing the 
presence or absence of the condition of interest. The 
reference standard can be a single method, or a com-
bination of methods to establish the presence of the 
target condition. It can include laboratory tests, imag-
ing tests, and pathology, but also the dedicated clini-
cal follow-up of subjects (4). 

The term accuracy refers to the amount of agree-
ment between the information from the test under 
evaluation, referred to as the index test and the refer-
ence standard. Consequently, diagnostic accuracy may 
be expressed in multiple ways, not limited to sensitiv-
ity and specificity, but also as likelihood ratios, odds 
ratio, and finally, the area under an ROC curve (6-8).

Studies of diagnostic tests have commonly ad-
dressed one of the 2 main objectives (47). The first, 
and traditionally the most common, aim of diagnos-
tic test evaluation is to establish the diagnostic accu-
racy of the test. This is usually done in observational 
studies reporting test parameters such as sensitivity, 
specificity, likelihood ratios, and the predictive value 
of the test. Measures of sensitivity and specificity can 
be used together with estimates of pre-test prob-
ability of disease to produce estimates of the post-
test probability of disease. The second objective of 
a diagnostic accuracy test is to evaluate the impact 
of one or more diagnostic strategies on therapy de-
cisions and/or patient outcomes. This trend is in re-
sponse to the recognition that increasing diagnostic 
accuracy is of little use if there is no resulting change 
or improvement in patient care. Such studies tend to 
be either randomized controlled trials (RCTs) or non-
experimental comparative studies, both of which are 

valid under given circumstances (47). These study de-
signs may also be used in combination, for example, 
in the comparison of 2 tests, all patients could receive 
both tests in randomized sequence, with the second 
test performed without knowledge of the results of 
the first. However, various other methods have been 
developed in order to evaluate diagnostic tests in re-
lation to their clinical or therapeutic impact (49-52). 
Further, the decision on analytic methods has also 
been proposed as a means of establishing the impact 
of a diagnostic technology on patient outcomes and 
costs (53,54).

2.0 the dIfferences Between studIes 
of dIAgnosIs And therApy 

Diagnostic tests are different from therapeutic 
trials or evaluations. In studies of diagnostic accuracy, 
results from one or more tests are compared with the 
results obtained with the reference standard on the 
same subjects. Several factors threaten the internal 
and external validity of a study of diagnostic accura-
cy. These factors are all different from the quality of 
randomized or observational studies. Some of these 
factors have to do with the design of such studies, 
others with the selection of patients, the execution 
of the tests, or the analysis of the data. Consequently, 
systems to grade the strength of scientific evidence 
(55) assessed a multitude of articles and developed 
separate systems for randomized trials, observation-
al studies, and diagnostic studies. Table 1 illustrates 
the differences between important quality features 
of RCTs and diagnostic studies (56-59). Thus, while 
randomization is the major criteria for a therapeutic 
trial, appropriate criterion or a gold standard is the 
major and most important criteria for a diagnostic 
study. 

Others (60-62) also have observed that observa-
tional studies are generally the most appropriate for 
answering questions related to diagnostic accuracy, 
incidence, prevalence, and etiology. 

3.0 evolutIon of dIAgnostIc studIes

Sackett and Haynes (63) proposed a system to 
classify various developmental stages of a diagnostic 
test from Phase I to IV studies. Table 2 illustrates the 
characteristics of a diagnostic study. Thus, clinicians 
should understand where the tests are along this evo-
lutionary scientific continuum to make the best judge-
ments about whether they should adapt these tests in 
practice (3). 
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3.1 Phase 1 Studies of Diagnostic Tests
The singular purpose of Phase I studies is to an-

swer the question: Do test results in affected patients 
differ from those in normal individuals? Such stud-
ies are typically conducted among patients known to 
have the disease and a group of individuals definitely 
known not to have the disease. If a test is found to be 
very rarely positive in healthy, normal controls with no 
suggestion of the disease, this is a good sign and the 
first step for future investigations in more clinically 
relevant settings in Phases II to IV, as shown in Table 
2. The Phase I study is the most basic assessment, and 

while an encouraging Phase I study, does not confirm 
the diagnostic validity a negative Phase I study will 
likely not have further diagnostic value (3).

3.2 Phase II Studies of Diagnostic Tests
A Phase II study is also designed to answer a sin-

gular question: Are patients with certain test results 
more likely to have the target disorder? Consequently, 
Phase II studies compare the range of test results of 
groups of patients who already have the established 
diagnosis. The fundamental question here is whether 
certain values of test results are able to predict the 

Table 1. Important quality features of  selected study designs. 

Study design Questions for ascertaining quality (validity) 

Therapy (e.g., randomized con-
trolled trials)

1. Were patients randomized?
2. Was concealment of allocation adequate?
3. Were patients analyzed in the groups to which they were randomized? 
4. Were patients aware of group allocation?
5. Were clinicians aware of group allocation?
6. Were outcome assessors aware of group allocation?
7. Was follow-up complete? 

Diagnosis (e.g., cross-sectional 
diagnostic study)

1. Was there a comparison with an independent, appropriate gold standard?
2.  Did the included patients cover a wide patient spectrum likely to be encountered in a usual clinical 

practice setting? 
3. Was the index test result interpreted without the knowledge of gold standard, and vice versa?
4. Did the study prospectively recruit consecutive patients suspected to have the disease of interest? 

Harm (e.g., cohort or case-control 
study)

1.  Did the investigators demonstrate similarity in all known determinants of outcome (e.g., confounders)? 
Did they adjust for differences in the analysis? 

2. Were exposed patients equally likely to be identified in the two groups? 
3. Were the outcomes measured in the same way in the groups being compared?
4. Was follow-up sufficiently complete? 

Prognosis (e.g., cohort study) 1. Was the sample of patients representative?
2. Were the patients sufficiently homogenous with respect to prognostic risk? 
3. Was follow-up sufficiently complete?
4. Were objective and unbiased outcome criteria used? 

Adapted from Guyatt GH, Rennie D. Users’ Guides to the Medical Literature. A Manual for Evidence-Based Clinical Practice. The Evidence-Based 
Medicine Working Group. AMA Press, Chicago, 2002 (57).

Table 2. Research characteristics of  a diagnostic study.

Disease
Present/Absent

Disease
+/-

Gold Standard
Yes/No

Blinding
Yes/No

Utility
Yes/No

Phase I +/- No No No

Phase II + No No No

Phase III +/- Yes Yes No

Phase IV + No Yes Yes

Adapted from Sackett and Haynes. The architecture of diagnostic research. BMJ 2002; 324:539-541 (63).
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presence of the disease more than are other values. 
This testing strategy only includes patients for whom 
the clinician already has diagnostic certainty and the 
clinician is performing the test to categorize the range 
of results seen in this condition. Thus, Phase II diag-
nostic studies do not confirm the validity and require 
evaluation in Phase III and IV designs before they can 
be recommended for widespread clinical adaptation 
(3). 

3.3 Phase III Studies of Diagnostic Tests
Phase III studies provide multiple answers with a 

singular question:  Do the test results distinguish pa-
tients with and without the target disorder among 
those in whom it is clinically sensible to suspect the 
disorder? Phase III studies require showing the pres-
ence or absence of the disease, comparison with a 
gold standard, and blinded assessment of the test. 
Phase III tests are essential as a diagnostic test and 
may perform well in completely normal subjects with 
100% negative results, but may be positive in an un-
acceptable proportion of subjects without the disease 
who have similar symptoms. The first key feature of 
the Phase III diagnostic study is that the test must be 
conducted in a clinical study population in which the 
disease status is uncertain. The second key feature re-
fers to blinding, that is the results of the test must 
be independently interpreted from a recognized gold 
standard (3). 

3.4 Phase IV Studies of Diagnostic Tests
Phase IV studies are also designed to provide mul-

tiple answers with a singular question: Do patients un-
dergoing a specific diagnostic test fair better in their 
health outcomes than similar patients who have not 
been exposed to the test? Consequently, a Phase IV 
study tests the clinical utility of the test, thus, a test 
may be valid but has no impact on outcomes if there is 
no effective treatment available or may even adverse-
ly affect the patient who has the test done, particular-
ly if risky tests are performed and the treatments are 
highly ineffective. This study design is a continuation 
of Phase III patients who have used the experimental 
test in their evaluation and those who have not. A di-
agnostic test with high utility will demonstrate better 
health outcomes when the test is used compared to 
when it is not used. Consequently, this requires a ran-
domized design with all the requirements of a stan-
dardized protocol with blinded interpretation (3).

4.0 why QuAlIty dIAgnostIc studIes?
A rigorous evaluation process of diagnostic tests 

before introduction into clinical practice could not 
only reduce the number of unwanted clinical conse-
quences related to misleading estimates of test ac-
curacy, but also limit health care costs by preventing 
unnecessary testing. Consequently, testing of the diag-
nostic accuracy and the production of quality diagnos-
tic tests are vital parts in the modern health care envi-
ronment. There are numerous threats to the internal 
and external validity of a study of diagnostic accuracy. 
Numerous evaluations (7-10,17,18,38-40,46,47) have 
shown overall poor methodologic quality with lack 
of information on key elements of design, conduct, 
and analysis. In a study evaluating the association be-
tween compliance with methodological standards of 
diagnostic research and reported test accuracy, a low 
sensitivity was demonstrated with a lack of adherence 
to standards such as STARD and instruments such as 
the Quality Assessment tool for Diagnostic Accuracy 
Studies (QUADAS) (46,64). Since the development of 
STARD statements for the reporting of studies of diag-
nostic accuracy (4,65), a study of the reproducibility of 
the STARD checklist (66) concluded that overall repro-
ducibility of the quality of reporting on diagnostic ac-
curacy studies using the STARD statement was good. 
However, they also found substantial disagreements 
for specific items, which were caused by difficulties in 
assessing the reporting of these items due to a lack of 
clarity within the articles. However, the same authors 
also reported less than optimal results prior to 2000, 
with only 41% of the articles reporting 50% of the 
STARD items (67).

An explanatory document of the STARD state-
ment for reporting studies of diagnostic studies (65) 
facilitates the use, understanding, and dissemination 
of checklists. The document contains a clarification of 
the meaning, rationale, and optimal use of each item 
on the checklist, as well as a short summary of the 
available evidence on bias and applicability. 

The quality of any study can be considered in terms 
of internal validity, external validity, and the quality of 
data analysis and reporting. Internal validity can be de-
fined as the degree to which estimates of diagnostic 
accuracy produced in a study have not been biased as 
a result of study design, conduct, analysis, or presenta-
tion. This includes various aspects of the accuracy study 
including sample selection, problems with the refer-
ence standard, and non-independent assessment.
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External validity concerns the degree to which the 
results of a study can be applied to patients in prac-
tice, and is affected by factors such as the spectrum of 
disease or non-disease, setting, other patient charac-
teristics, how the diagnostic test was conducted, the 
threshold or cutoff point used, and the reproducibility 
of the test. 

Several methodological reviews have evaluated 
the quality of reporting of diagnostic studies and have 
developed multiple standards. 

Poor methodologic quality has been empirically 
proven to affect the results of controlled trials and 
meta-analyses of intervention or treatment studies 
(68,69), which also has been shown for meta-analyses 
of diagnostic studies (12). Consequently, it has been a 
well-known fact that the study quality should be as-
sessed in any attempt to use results of published stud-
ies of diagnostic evaluation (7,70-73). For example, 
statistical methods have been developed to account 
for some degree, verification bias (74) and methods to 
evaluate tests for which there is no or only an imper-
fect reference standard available (75,76). 

5.0 AccurAcy of dIAgnostIc studIes

Three primary features of a diagnostic test are 
reliability or reproducibility, validity or accuracy, and 
predictive value in different populations.

5.1 Reliability
For a test to be valid it must first be shown to be 

reliable, that is, a test should consistently give the 
same result when it is repeated on the same person 
under the same conditions in a set time frame (3). Dif-
ferences in the results upon repetition of a test, even 
under the same conditions, can arise for several rea-
sons, the commonest being normal biologic variations 
in the test subject, individual observer inconsistencies 
(intraobserver variability), difference across observers 
(interobserver variability), as well as level of experi-
ence in applying the test, and differences in the un-
derlying technology of the test equipment. 

5.2 Validity
The validity or accuracy of a diagnostic test is typi-

cally demonstrated by comparing it to a gold or crite-
rion standard. A criterion standard is a well-accepted 
and commonly applied method of identifying the dis-
ease or clinical entity of interest. Sensitivity of a test 
is the proportion of people with the disease who will 
have a positive result, whereas specificity is the pro-

portion of people without the disease who will have 
a negative test result (77). In simple terms, the valid-
ity of a diagnostic test refers to its ability to correctly 
identify people with a condition (positive for condi-
tion or at risk for that condition) or absence of the 
condition (negative for the condition or not a risk for 
the condition). 

5.2.1 Concept Validity
Concept validity is that the procedure appears in 

theory to have a reasonable anatomical or physiologi-
cal basis. Diagnostic blocks have concept validity on 
the grounds that it sounds reasonable and that if a 
structure is a source of pain, anesthetizing it will re-
lieve that pain (78). Thus, the thrust of concept validity 
is the theoretical basis of the test.

5.2.2 Content Validity
Content validity essentially defines the test ac-

curately and ensures that the procedure is performed 
consistently in the same manner (78). Thus, content 
validity does not render the procedure itself valid, but 
it ensures that the name of the procedure is used con-
sistently to mean the same thing.

5.2.3 Face Validity
For a diagnostic block to have face validity it must 

be shown that the diagnostic test actually does what 
it is supposed to do in an anatomical or physiological 
sense (78). If a particular structure is said to be the 
target, it must be shown that the structure is anes-
thetized. Face validity can be tested and established 
either by a study which has replicated the results or 
testing for face validity in each and every case.

5.2.4 Construct Validity
Construct validity is considered as the most criti-

cal of all the subtypes of validity. It establishes if the 
test actually achieves what it is supposed to achieve by 
measuring the extent to which a test correctly distin-
guishes the presence, but also the absence, of the con-
dition that the test is supposed to detect. Construct 
validity measures if the test actually works or not, and 
how well it works (78).

5.3 Criterion or Gold Standard 
Evaluation of the diagnostic accuracy tests is an 

important, dynamic, and emerging part of medicine. 
Testing a test involves comparing, in the same sample 
of patients, the results of a test with unknown validity 
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with the results of some other test whose validity is 
beyond question or a criterion standard formerly also 
known as the gold standard.

The criterion standard, also known as the refer-
ence standard, is the test used to measure the pres-
ence or absence of the target condition. To assess the 
diagnostic accuracy of the test, its results are com-
pared with the results of the reference criterion stan-
dard. The criterion standard is therefore an important 
determinant of the diagnostic accuracy of a test. It 
may be obtained in many ways, including laboratory 
tests, imaging tests, function tests, and pathology, but 
also clinical follow-up by participants, contrary to the 
widely held belief that there has to be a biopsy of the 
tissue. 

The decision of which reference standard to use 
depends on the definition of the target condition 
and the purpose of the study. If no single reference 
standard is available, the most likely state of the pa-
tients can be derived from careful clinical follow-up or 
a consensus between observers (79) or modeled from 
results of 2 or more index tests (an index test is the test 
under evaluation) (80-82). It is not well appreciated 
that the criterion or reference standard is a proxy for 
the target condition and therefore often not perfect 
(47). Reference standard error bias occurs when errors 
of imperfect reference standard(s) bias the measure-
ment of diagnostic accuracy of the test under evalu-
ation (80,83). Further estimates of test performance 
are based on the assumption that the test is being 
compared to a reference standard that is 100% sensi-
tive and specific. If this is not the case, as most often 

it is not, it may be that the index test classifies results 
correctly that have been incorrectly classified by the 
reference standard. Consequently, this would provide 
an underestimation of the performance of the index 
test (test and evaluation).

6.0 QuAlIty Assessment of dIAgnostIc 
studIes

Assessment of methodologic quality is crucial in 
all types of studies (84-88). There are several instru-
ments for methodologic quality assessment of diag-
nostic studies. West et al (55) in the Agency for Health-
care Research and Quality (AHRQ) evidence report of 
technology assessment titled “Systems to Rate the 
Strength of Scientific Evidence,” provided pertinent 
evidence for rating the quality of individual articles 
including studies of diagnostic tests. They identified 
15 non-Evidence-Based Practice Centers (EPCs) systems 
for assessing the quality of diagnostic studies, with 
6 of them being checklists. Five domains are key for 
making judgements about the quality of diagnostic 
test reports: study population, adequate description 
of the test, appropriate reference standard, blinded 
comparison of test and reference, and avoidance of 
verification bias. The AHRQ panel identified 15 non-
EPC systems with inclusion of 6 checklists and 3 EPC 
systems. In summary, they developed 5 key domains 
for making judgements about the quality of diagnos-
tic test reports: study population, adequate description 
of the test, appropriate reference standard, blinded 
comparison of test and reference, and avoidance of 
verification bias. As illustrated in Table 3 this scoring 

Table 3. Modified AHRQ methodologic assessment criteria for diagnostic interventions. 

Adapted and modified from West S et al. Systems to Rate the Strength of Scientific Evidence, Evidence Report, Technology Assessment No. 47. 
AHRQ Publication No. 02-E016 (55).

Criterion Weighted Score (points)

1. Study Population 15

Subjects similar to populations in which the test would be used and with a simlar spectrum of disease

2. Adequate Description of Test 10

Details of test and its administration sufficient to allow for replication of study

3. Appropriate Reference Standard 30

Appropriate reference standard (gold standard) used for comparison

Reference standard reproducible

4. Blinded Comparison of Test 30

Evaluation of test without knowledge of disease status, if possible 15

Independent, blind interpretation of test and reference 15

5. Avoidance of Verification Bias 15

Decision to perform reference standard not dependent on results of test under study

Total Score 100
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has been applied in multiple systematic reviews with 
weighted scoring (21-37,89). 

A tool for the QUADAS (59) was developed by 
combining empirical evidence and expert opinion in 
a formal consensus method. The QUADAS tool is pre-
sented together with guidelines for scoring each of 
the items included in the tool (Table 4). The QUADAS 
tool consists of 14 items with yes, no, or unclear an-
swers. No weighted scoring system has been devel-
oped thus far. 

6.1 Strength of Evidence 
A hierarchy of strength of evidence for treatment 

decisions provided by Guyatt and Drummond (90) does 
not include diagnostic accuracy studies. However, di-
agnostic accuracy studies also fall into the purview of 
evidence-based medicine (EBM) and best evidence syn-
thesis is essential. Guyatt and Drummond (90) in their 
introduction to the philosophy of EBM begin with the 
assertion that EBM is a shift in medical paradigms and 
about solving clinical problems (91,92). Further, EBM ac-
knowledges that intuition, unsystematic clinical expe-
rience, and pathophysiologic rationale are insufficient 
grounds for clinical decision-making, and stresses the 
examination of evidence from clinical research. Above 

all, EBM suggests that a formal set of rules must comple-
ment medical training and common sense for clinicians 
to interpret the results of clinical research effectively. 
Consequently, knowing the results of evidence-based 
practice is necessary but not sufficient for delivering 
the highest quality of patient care. In addition, there 
is no philosophy of hierarchy of evidence in guiding 
diagnostic accuracy tests. Even then, the philosophy of 
hierarchy of evidence in guiding therapy, though not 
absolute, has created an emphasis on the importance 
of randomized trials, which has been applied to diag-
nostic accuracy studies rather inaccurately. This has led 
to the critics of the EBM characterizing EBM as a stick 
by which policy makers and academicians beat clinicians 
(93-97). Further, it has been stated that, “the hierarchy 
of evidence (of which RCT has the highest priority) has 
done nothing more than glorify the results of imperfect 
experimental designs on unrepresentative populations 
in controlled research environments above all other 
sources of evidence which may be equally valid or far 
more applicable in given clinical circumstances” (98). 
There have been multiple publications in recent years 
on EBM, including diagnostic accuracy studies, some 
of which have accurately portrayed EBM while others 
have not (4,20-37,86-88,99-110).

Table 4. The QUADAS tool.

Adapted from Whiting P et al. The development of QUADAS: A tool for the quality assessment of studies of diagnostic accuracy included 
in systematic reviews. BMC Med Res Methodol 2003; 3:25 (59).

Item Yes No Unclear

1. Was the spectrum of patients representative of the patients who will receive the test in practice? () () ()

2.  Were selection criteria clearly described? () () ()

3. Is the reference standard likely to correctly classify the target condition? () () ()

4. Is the time period between reference standard and index test short enough to be reasonably sure that the target 
condition did not change between the two tests? () () ()

5. Did the whole sample or a random selection of a sample, receive verification usig a reference standard of 
diagnosis? () () ()

6. Did patients receive the same reference standard regardless of the index test result? () () ()

7. Was the reference standard independent of the index test (i.e. the index test did not form part of the reference 
standard)? () () ()

8. Was the execution of the index test described in sufficient detail to permit replication of the test? () () ()

9. Was the execution of the reference standard described in sufficient detail to permit its replication? () () ()

10. Were the index test results interpreted without knowledge of the results of the reference standard? () () ()

11. Were the reference standard results interpreted without knowledge of the results of the index test? () () ()

12. Were the same clincial data available when the test results were interpreted as would be available when the tst 
is used in practice? () () ()

13. Were uninterpretable/intermediate test results reported? () () ()

14. Were withdrawals from the study explained? () () ()
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6.2 Bias and Variation in Studies of Diagnos-
tic Accuracy 

In a classic diagnostic accuracy study, a consecu-
tive series of patients who are suspected of having the 
target condition, undergo the index test. All patients 
are then verified by the same reference standard. 
The index test and reference standard are then read 
by persons blinded to the results of each, and various 
measures of agreement are calculated, which include 
sensitivity, specificity, likelihood ratios, and diagnos-
tic odds ratios. However, the classic design has many 
variations, including differences in the way patients 
are selected for the study, in test protocol, in the veri-
fication of patients, and in the way the index test and 
reference standard are read. Some of the differences 
may bias the results of a study, whereas others may 
limit the applicability of the results (38).

Bias is said to be present in a study if distortion is 
introduced as a consequence of defects in the design 
or conduct of a study. Therefore, a biased diagnostic 
accuracy study will produce estimates of test perfor-
mance that differ from the true performance of the 
test.

Variations arise from the differences among stud-
ies, for example, in terms of population, setting, test 
protocol, or definition of the target disorder (65). 
However, the variability does not lead to biased esti-
mates of the test performance; rather, it limits the ap-
plicability of results. Consequently, it is an important 
consideration when evaluating studies of diagnostic 
accuracy. 

While bias and variation are different, the dis-
tinctions are not. For example, diagnostic accuracy is 
higher both with sensitivity and specificity when pa-
tients with a target condition and healthy volunteers 
are compared. This is considered as spectrum bias. 
However, strictly speaking, one could argue that it is a 
form of variability; sensitivity and specificity have been 
measured correctly within the study, and thus there is 
no bias. However, the results cannot be applied to the 
clinical setting as the results lack generalizability (111). 
On the other hand, others have argued that when the 
goal of a study is to measure the accuracy of a test in 
the clinical setting, an error in the method of patient 
selection is made that will lead to biased estimates of 
test performance (38). 

In a study of evidence of bias and variation in di-
agnostic accuracy studies (17), the authors found that 
the largest overestimation of accuracy was found in 
studies that included severe cases and healthy con-

trols. The design features associated with significant 
overestimations of diagnostic accuracy were non-con-
secutive inclusion of patients and retrospective data 
collection. In addition, random inclusion of eligible 
patients and differential verification also resulted in 
higher estimates of diagnostic accuracy. The selection 
of patients on the basis of whether they had been re-
ferred for the index test, rather than on clinical symp-
toms, was significantly associated with lower estimates 
of accuracy.

7.0 dIAgnostIc tests In InterventIonAl 
pAIn mAnAgement 

In the practice of interventional pain manage-
ment there are 3 types of diagnostic tests, laboratory 
tests, imaging tests, and interventional diagnostic 
tests. There are multiple ways of looking at the use-
fulness of diagnostic tests. The hierarchical evaluation 
uses 6 possible endpoints to determine the utility of a 
test;. the more criteria in the scheme that are fulfilled, 
the more useful the test. Tests that fulfill fewer crite-
ria have only limited usefulness (112). These criteria 
include 1) technical aspects which include reliability, 
accuracy, and feasibility; 2) diagnostic accuracy with 
validity; 3) diagnostic thinking whether the test is go-
ing to make a change in the diagnosis of therapy; 4) 
therapeutic effectiveness with either change in the 
management as a result of the outcome of the test or 
the diagnostic test may result in initiation or cessation 
of therapy; 5) outcomes with the ability to improve 
patient outcomes or at least provide diagnosis; and 
6) societal outcomes which essentially translates and 
raises the question if the test is effective for the soci-
ety as a whole. 

Using interventional techniques as a diagnostic 
tool in painful conditions is important due to multiple 
challenging clinical situations, which include the pure-
ly subjective nature of pain and undetermined and 
uncertain pathophysiology in most painful spinal con-
ditions. Precision diagnostic blocks are used to clarify 
these challenging clinical situations in order to deter-
mine the pathophysiology of clinical pain, the site of 
nociception, and pathway of afferent neural signs. 

Precise anatomical diagnosis in low back pain has 
been described not only as elusive, and the diagnostic 
evaluation is often frustrating for both physicians and 
patients (3,113-127). History, physical examination, 
and imaging provide limited information It is stated 
that in spinal pain the diagnosis can be provided with 
certainty in only approximately 15% or so of cases 
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without disc herniation or radiculitis. Precision diag-
nostic blocks have changed this substantially. In fact, 
Nachemson (122) reported that in only 15% of cases 
could a pathoanatomical explanation be found for 
patients with chronic low back pain of more than 3 
months  and. he stated, “probably very little can be 
done at our present state of ignorance to treat these 
patients and improve their natural histories.” Thus, 
when a source of pain is not obvious, diagnosis often 
depends on who makes the diagnosis and sets the ref-
erence standards by which the diagnosis is proven.

In a study of the evaluation of relative contribu-
tions of various structures in patients with chronic low 
back pain who failed to respond to conservative mo-
dalities of treatments, including physical therapy, chi-
ropractic, and drug therapy, with lack of radiological 
evidence to indicate disc protrusion or radiculopathy, 
the diagnosis was established in approximately 70% 
to 80% of the patients by utilizing controlled, com-
parative double-diagnostic blocks (128). Utilizing con-
trolled diagnostic blocks, facet joint pain has been 
demonstrated in 36% to 67% in the cervical spine, 
34% to 48% in the thoracic spine, and 16% to 40% in 
the lumbar spine (21-27,128-133). Similarly, prevalence 
of discogenic pain has been demonstrated in 26% to 
39% of patients (24,28-32,128,134-136), whereas sac-
roiliac joint pain has been established in 10% to 26% 
of patients (33-35,128,137). 

Hancock et al (20) performed a systematic review 
of tests to identify the disc, sacroiliac joint, and facet 
joint as the source of low back pain. They found 353 
potentially eligible articles of which only 41 articles 
met inclusion criteria. While they stated that overall 
the quality of studies was moderate with average 8.8 
positive results from a possible 14, the item which 
scored worst was the spectrum of patients where only 
7 of 41 (17%) studies scored positive. Other items 
which were generally poor included time between in-
dex and reference test (27% positive), availability of 
clinical data (29% positive), and reporting of uninter-
pretable results (22% positive). 

Rubinstein and van Tulder (19) evaluated scientific 
evidence for diagnostic procedures for neck and low 
back pain. They commented that it was quite remark-
able that while many named orthopedic tests of the 
neck and low back are often illustrated in orthope-
dic textbooks, there is little evidence to support their 
diagnostic accuracy, and therefore their use in clini-
cal practice. Consistent with clinical experience, many 
studies have demonstrated that the physical examina-

tion serves primarily to confirm suspicions that arose 
during the history. 

They also showed that individual red flags do not 
necessarily mean the presence of serious pathology. 
Red flags have not been evaluated comprehensively in 
any systematic review. However, the incidence of spinal 
tumors is very low. They also concluded that plain spi-
nal radiography is not a valuable tool for non-specific 
neck or low back pain. They also concluded that there 
is strong evidence for the diagnostic accuracy of facet 
joint blocks in evaluating spinal pain, and moderate 
evidence for transforaminal epidural injections as well 
as sacroiliac joint injections for diagnostic purposes. 

Szadek et al (138) in a systematic review of the 
diagnostic validity of criteria for sacroiliac joint pain 
focusing on the diagnostic validity of the Interna-
tional Association for the Study of Pain (IASP) crite-
ria for diagnosing sacroiliac joint pain and concluded 
that there was no gold standard for sacroiliac joint 
pain diagnosis. Consequently, the diagnostic validity 
of tests related to the IASP criteria for sacroiliac joint 
pain should be regarded with care. They included 18 
studies. Five studies examined the pattern of sacroiliac 
joint pain, whereas another 5 examined stress tests, 
specific for sacroiliac joint pain. None of the stud-
ies evaluated the diagnostic validity of the sacroiliac 
joint infiltration or the diagnostic validity of the IASP 
criteria set as a whole. In all studies, they concluded 
that the sacroiliac joint selective infiltration was used 
as a gold standard. However, the technique, medica-
tions, and required pain relief after infiltration varied 
considerably between the studies. Taking the double 
infiltration technique as a reference test, the pooled 
data of the thigh thrust test, compression test, and 3 
or more positive stressing tests, showed discriminative 
power for diagnosing sacroiliac joint pain. 

In contrast, Rupert et al (35), in a systematic ap-
praisal of the literature, showed the indicated the 
level of evidence as II-2 for the diagnosis of sacroiliac 
joint pain utilizing controlled local anesthetic blocks 
(128,137,139-141). In this systematic review, they uti-
lized 50% relief as the criterion standard rather then 
the 80% criterion standard of other systematic reviews 
of facet joint pain diagnosis (21-23). This study also 
showed the indicated level of evidence for accuracy of 
provocative maneuvers in the diagnosis of sacroiliac 
joint pain was limited (Level II-3). 

In a systematic review of lumbar provocation dis-
cography in asymptomatic subjects with a meta-analy-
sis of false-positive rates, Wolfer et al (32) identified 
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11 studies. They combined all extractable data, and ar-
rived at a false-positive rate of 9.3%. This is in contrast 
to multiple studies published by Carragee question-
ing the validity of diagnostic discography (142-144). 
Similarly, Manchikanti et al (36) also evaluated, in a 
systematic review, the value of lumbar discography. 
Of the 69 studies identified, only 9 studies met in-
clusion criteria for evidence synthesis (128,144-151). 
The remaining studies did not utilize IASP criteria. 
Wolfer et al (32) and Manchikanti et al (36) concluded 
that lumbar discography had low false-positive rates 
with indicated evidence level of II-2 with regards to 
diagnostic accuracy. In contrast, two systematic re-
views (24,31) of cervical and thoracic discography 
as a diagnostic for chronic spinal pain yielded lower 
evidence than for lumbar discography. Both these re-
views (24,31) concluded that there was a paucity of 
literature, poor methodologic quality, and few stud-
ies were performed utilizing IASP criteria. In fact, of 
the 33 manuscripts considered for inclusion, only 3 
studies met inclusion criteria for cervical discography 
(135,152,153). For thoracic discography, after review 
of multiple manuscripts, only 2 manuscripts met the 
inclusion criteria.

However, the systematic review of diagnostic and 
utility of cervical, thoracic, and lumbar facet joint 
nerve blocks provided a different picture (21-23). The 
evidence for diagnostic utility of cervical and lum-
bar facet joint nerve blocks is Level I or II-1, where-
as for thoracic facet joint interventions, it is II-1. The 
evidence is  high and positive despite utilization of 
stricter criteria by the authors of systematic reviews 
with 80% relief with controlled diagnostic blocks (22-
23). Fortunately, multiple studies were available for 
the diagnosis of lumbar (128-131,154-156) and cervi-
cal (124,129,131,135,154,157-160) facet joint pain, 
which were considered to be of high quality. In con-
trast, for thoracic facet joint blocks, there were only 3 
studies performed by only one group of investigators 
(129,131,132). Even then, all of them met inclusion cri-
teria and provided reasonable evidence. 

In a systematic review (161) of the accuracy of 
diagnostic tests of lumbar spinal stenosis, 24 articles 
were included with 15 related to imaging tests, 7 re-
lated to clinical tests, and 2 related to other diagnostic 
tests. The authors of the systematic review concluded 
that the overall quality was poor; with only 5 stud-
ies scoring positive on more than 50% of the qual-
ity items — only 20% of the included studies. They 
concluded that because of heterogeneity and overall 

poor quality, no firm conclusions about the diagnostic 
performance of the differences can be drawn. A pre-
vious study (162) concluded that published studies of 
the value of computed tomography (CT) and magnetic 
resonance imaging (MRI) for the diagnosis of lumbar 
stenosis lacked methodologic rigor and did not permit 
strong conclusions about the relative diagnostic accu-
racies of these procedures. 

A systematic review of the diagnostic accuracy 
of the straight leg raising test in herniated disc (163) 
evaluated multiple studies. They identified 17 diagnos-
tic publications. They showed verification bias in one 
study. They showed pooled sensitivity for the straight 
leg raising test of 0.91 with a pooled specificity of 
0.26. They also showed that discriminative power was 
lower in recent studies, in studies with only inclusion 
of primary hernias, and with blind assessment of both 
the index test, straight leg raising test, and the refer-
ence standard surgery. Further, the cross straight leg 
raising test had a sensitivity of 0.9 with pooled speci-
ficity of 0.88. They concluded that the diagnostic ac-
curacy of the straight leg raising test is limited by its 
low specificity.

7.1 Diagnostic Interventional Techniques 
The theoretical basis of controlled diagnostic 

blocks is based on the fact that if a patient genuinely 
has pain from a particular target structure, complete 
relief of that pain should be obtained consistently 
whenever that structure is anesthetized. Further, there 
should not be relief if some other structure is anes-
thetized or if any inactive agent is used to block the 
target structure. If a patient responds to a first block, 
but fails to respond appropriately to subsequent con-
trolled blocks, their initial response is deemed to have 
been false-positive (78). 

For diagnostic interventional techniques to be ac-
curate, apart from concept validity, content validity, 
and face validity, construct validity has to be estab-
lished. Diagnostic blocks have concept validity on the 
grounds that it sounds reasonable and that if a struc-
ture is a source of pain, anesthetizing it will relieve the 
pain (78). Content validity defines the test accurately 
and ensures that the procedure is performed consis-
tently in the same manner. 

Face validity and construct validity are significant 
factors in maintaining the validity of diagnostic accu-
racy, interventional studies, and diagnostic accuracy 
tests. The face validity may be established by fluoros-
copy and injection of contrast or by a physiological 
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approach utilizing a detectable and testable function 
other than pain, such as sympathetic block. To demon-
strate the face validity, it is essential to show that po-
tentially confounding targets are not affected in ad-
dition to the target structures. The essential element 
of face validity is to show that the intended target is 
selectively or discretely anesthetized. Consequently, 
flooding everything in the vicinity of a target struc-
ture or a nerve with local anesthetic does not secure 
face validity. Another disadvantage with interven-
tional techniques is that despite aiming the injection 
to a particular structure, it cannot be certainly stated 
that either the structure will be anesthetized or that 
only that structure will be anesthetized. In most cases, 
the flow of injectate depends on the technique used. 
Consequently, fluoroscopic guidance may assist and it 
is one of the means available at present by which the 
face validity of diagnostic blocks can be demonstrat-
edUtilizing an inappropriate technique and injecting 
low volumes also can corrupt face validity assump-
tions. Further, injection of inert substances into closed 
spaces such as joint cavities or epidural space or di-
rectly over the nerves is not established.

The next crucial step for diagnostic intervention-
al techniques is maintaining the construct validity to 
avoid false-positives. Construct validity establishes 
that the test actually achieves what it is supposed 
to achieve by measuring the extent to which a test 
correctly distinguishes the presence, and also the ab-
sence, of the condition that the test is supposed to 
detect — namely false-positive results. Construct valid-
ity measures if the test actually works or not, and how 
well it works. 

7.2 Types of Controls
Potentially there are 3 types of controls available 

for interventional diagnostic techniques. Anatomical 
controls involve deliberately anesthetizing some adja-
cent structure that is not the suspected source of pain. 
Construct validity is achieved if the patient obtains 
relief whenever the suspected source is anesthetized, 
but not when the adjacent structure is anesthetized. 
Thus, any other types of patterns are considered false-
positive responses. 

The second form of control involves using a pla-
cebo agent in which the protocol requires a sequence 
of 3 blocks. The first block must involve an active agent, 
in order to establish, prima facie, that the target struc-
ture does appear to be the source of pain. The other 
2 agents are administered in randomized double-blind 

basis. Under these conditions, a true-positive response 
would be the one in which the patient obtained relief 
on each occasion that an active agent was used, but 
no relief when the inactive agent was used. However, 
the issue of an inert substance and its activity in closed 
surfaces and also injection over nerves is not resolved. 
Thus, to achieve the same effect and to demonstrate a 
placebo response, the inert substance, i.e., sodium chlo-
ride solution, should be injected without any potential 
effect on any of the structures. But, at the same time, 
the injection should be performed in a manner that the 
patient is not aware that the injection is not performed 
into the active structure. Consequently, injection into 
interspinous ligament for an epidural injection and in-
jection away from a medial branch but not close to the 
medial branch will provide such an effect. 

A third approach, most commonly utilized in the 
United States, and also more pragmatic, is to use com-
parative local anesthetic blocks. The blocks are per-
formed on separate occasions using local anesthetic 
agents with different durations of action (164-171). In 
this approach, the consistency of response and the du-
ration of response are tested. Failure to respond to the 
second block constitutes inconsistency, and indicates 
that first response was a false-positive. A response 
concordant with the expected duration of action of 
the agent used strongly suggests a genuine, physio-
logic response, even though lack of concordance does 
not invalidate the response. Comparative blocks are 
confounded by the peculiar properties of local anes-
thetics with prolonged effects (21-23,172-197). If the 
patient reports a concordant response, the chances of 
the response being false-positive are only 14%. If the 
responses are complete, but prolonged in duration, 
the chances of false-positive response are 35%, but in 
65% of patients the response is likely to be genuine. 
While comparative blocks reduce the false-positives, 
they do not prove that the response is true-positive. 
However, if the number of repetitions is increased but 
the responses remain consistent, the probability that 
the responses are false becomes increasingly smaller 
(78).

7.3 Pitfalls of Interventional Diagnostic Tech-
niques 

Multiple pitfalls have been described with diag-
nostic interventional techniques including extensive 
criticism of the philosophical approach of controlled 
local anesthetic blocks and the determination of posi-
tive and negative responses (109,110).
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7.3.1 Facet or Zygapophysial Joint Blocks 
Diagnostic blocks of a facet or zygapophysial joint 

can be performed by anesthetizing the joint by injec-
tions of local anesthetic intraarticularly or on the medi-
al branches of the dorsal rami that innervate the target 
joint to test whether the joint is the source of pain.

The rationale for using facet joint blocks for di-
agnosis is based on the fact that facet joints are ca-
pable of causing pain and they have a nerve supply 
(21-23,25-27). They have been shown to be a source of 
pain in patients using diagnostic techniques of known 
reliability and validity. The value, validity, and clinical 
effectiveness of diagnostic facet joint nerve blocks has 
been also illustrated by application of therapeutic mo-
dalities based on the diagnosis with controlled com-
parative local anesthetic blocks. 

The face validity of lumbar and cervical medial 
branch or facet joint nerve blocks has been estab-
lished by injecting small volumes of local anesthetic 
and contrast material onto the target points for these 
structures and by determining the spread of contrast 
medium in posteroanterior and lateral radiographs 
(21-23,25-27,78,198-200). Construct validity of facet 
joint blocks is important to eliminate a placebo effect 
as the source of confounding results and to secure 
true-positive results (156,160,201-204). The hypothesis 
that testing a patient first with lidocaine and subse-
quently with bupivacaine provides a means of identi-
fying that the placebo response has been tested and 
proven (160,164-171).

Utilizing the modified criteria established by the 
IASP (205), false-positive rates varying from 27% to 
63% were demonstrated (21-23). The minimal effect 
of sedation (89,206-208) and lack of influence of psy-
chological factors on the validity of controlled lumbar 
diagnostic local anesthetic blocks of facet joints have 
also been demonstrated (209,210). Other variables 
were also evaluated (211-213).

The systematic reviews by Datta et al (22), Falco 
et al (23), and Atluri et al (21) utilizing strict criteria of 
controlled diagnostic blocks and methodologic assess-
ment quality criteria showed the diagnostic accuracy of 
controlled local anesthetic blocks as Level I or II-1. Datta 
et al (22) considered 35 manuscripts and included only 9 
studies and utilized 7 studies in the evidence synthesis. 
Atluri et al (21) considered 3 studies with all 3 meeting 
inclusion criteria. Falco et al (23) considered 14 studies 
for inclusion and only 9 studies met inclusion criteria. 
However, all the studies meeting inclusion criteria also 
met methodologic quality assessment. 

7.3.2 Provocation Discography 
Discography is a procedure that is used to char-

acterize the pathoanatomy/architecture of the in-
tervertebral disc and to determine if the interver-
tebral disc is a source of chronic spinal pain. Formal 
studies have shown that the discs are innervated 
and can be a source of pain that has pathomor-
phologic correlates (24,28,30-32,36). Even though 
the specific neurobiological events involved in how 
discography causes pain have not been elucidated, 
sound anatomic, histopathological, radiological, 
and biomechanical evidence suggests that lumbar 
discography may help to identify symptomatic and 
pathological intervertebral discs. Discography was 
compared with myelography, CT, MRI, and results 
of surgical and conservative management. CT dis-
cography was reported to be more accurate than 
myelography and plain CT and as good as MRI 
(24,28,30-32). 

The systematic reviews of lumbar (36), cervical 
(24), and thoracic (31) discography have indicated lev-
el II-2 evidence for the accuracy of discography. Wolf-
er et al (32) in a systematic review of false-positives 
showed similar evidence and also illustrated that with 
appropriately performed provocation discography, the 
false-positive rate is low. In these systematic reviews, 
multiple studies were considered for inclusion but 
only a minority of studies met inclusion criteria. For 
lumbar discography, 11 studies were considered for 
inclusion criteria and 5 (142,148,214-216) met meth-
odologic quality assessment criteria for evidence syn-
thesis; for cervical discography, 3 studies were consid-
ered for inclusion criteria with all 3 (135,152,153) met 
methodologic quality assessment criteria for evidence 
synthesis; and for thoracic discography, 4 studies were 
considered for inclusion criteria and 2 (217,218) met 
methodologic quality assessment criteria for evidence 
synthesis.

7.3.3 Sacroiliac Joint Blocks 
Due to the inability to make the diagnosis of 

sacroiliac joint pain with non-invasive tests, sacro-
iliac joint blocks appear to be the only evaluation to 
provide appropriate diagnosis. Further, controlled 
studies have established sacroiliac joints as a poten-
tial source of low back and lower extremity pain.

The indicated evidence was Level II-2 for the diag-
nosis of sacroiliac joint pain utilizing controlled diag-
nostic blocks as per Rupert et al (35).
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8.0 how to report dIAgnostIc studIs 

The STARD statement was developed in 2002 and 
published in 2003 (4), along with an explanation and 
elaboration (66). The authors also published a docu-
ment entitled “Development and Validation of Meth-
ods for Assessing and Quality of Diagnostic Accuracy 
Studies” (47). As shown in Table 5, they have pub-
lished a 25-item checklist. The methodology includes 

participants, test methods, and statistical methods. 
Participant section includes the study population, par-
ticipant recruitment, participant sampling, and data 
collection. Test methods encompass the reference 
standard, technical specifications of materials and 
methods, definition and rationale for units, cutoffs, 
and/or categories of the results of the index tests and 
the reference standard, the details of the personnel 

Section and Topic Item 
#

On 
page #

TITLE /ABSTRACT/
KEY WORDS 1 Identify the article as a study of diagnostic accuracy (recommend MeSH heading “senstivity and specificity”).

INTRODUCTION 2 State the research questions or study aim, such as estimating diagnostic accuracy or comparing accuracy between tests or 
across participant groups

METHODS Describe

Participants 3 The study population: The inclusion and exclusion criteria, setting and locations where the data were collected.

4 Participant recruitment: Was recruitment based on presenting symptoms, results from previous tests, or the fact that the 
participants had received the index tests or the reference standard?

5 Participant sampling: Was the study population a consectuive series of participants defined by the selection criteria in items 
3 and 4? If not, specify how participants were further selected.

6 Data collection: Was data collection planned before the index test and reference standard were performed (Prospective 
study) or after (retrospective study)?

Test methods 7 The reference standard and its rationale.

8 Technical specifications of material and methods involved including how and when measurements were taken, and/or cite 
references for index tests and reference standard.

9 Definition of and rationale for the units, cutoffs and/or categories of the results of the index tests and the reference standard.

10 The number, training and expertise of the persons executing  and readig the index tests and the reference standard.

11 Whether or not the readers of the index tests and reference standard were blind (masked) to the results of the othe rtest and 
describe any other clinical information available to the readers.

Statistical methods 12 Methods for calculating or comparing measures of diagnostic accuracy, and the statistical methods used to quantify uncer-
tainty (e.g. 95% confidence intervals)

13 Methods for calculating test reproducibility, if done

RESULTS Report

Participants 14 When study was done, including beginning and ending dates of recruitment.

15 Clincial and demographic characteristics of the study population (e.g. age, sex, spectrum of presenting symptoms, comor-
bidity, current treatments, recruitment centers).

16 The number of participants satisfying the criteria for inclusion that did or did not undergo the index tests and/or the refer-
ence standard; describe why particpants failed to receive eithe rtest (a flow diagram is strongly recommended).

Test results 17 Time interval fromthe index tests to the reference standard, and any treatment administred between.

18 Distribution of severity of disease (define criteria) in those with the target condition; other diagnoses in participants 
without the target condition.

19 A cross tabulation of the results of the index tests (including indeterminate and missing results) by the results of the refer-
ence standard; for continuous results, the distribution of the test results by the results of the reference standard.

20 Any adverse events from performing the index tests or the reference standard.

Estimates 21 Estimates of diagnostic accuracy and measures of statistical uncertainty (e.g. 95% confidence intervals).

22 How indeterminate results, missing responses and outliers of the index tests were handled.

23 Estimates of variability of diagnostic accuracy between subgroups of participants, readers or centers, if done.

24 Estimates of test reproducibility, if done.

DISCUSSION 25 Discuss the clinical applicability of the study findings.

Adapted from Bossuyt PM et al. Towards complete and accurate reporting of studies of diagnostic accuracy: The STARD initiative. Ann Intern Med 
2003; 138:40-44.

Table 5. STARD checklist for the reporting of  studies diagnostic accuracy. 
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involved in the execution of the reference standard, 
and whether or not the readers of the index test and 
reference standards were blind to the results of the 
other test and described any other clinical information 
available to the other test. Finally, statistical methods 
include methods for calculating or comparing mea-
sures of diagnostic accuracy, statistical methods used 
to quantify uncertainty, and methods for calculating 

test reproducibility. Figure 1 illustrates the participant 
flow diagram of diagnostic accuracy studies.

The guiding principle in the development of the 
STARD checklist was to select items that would help 
readers judge the potential for bias in the study and 
appraise the applicability of the findings. Other gen-
eral considerations shaping the current content and 
format of the checklist were that (1) the STARD group 

Target condition 
present 

n= 

Target condition 
absent

 n= 

Target condition 
present 

n= 

Target condition 
absent

 n= 

Target condition 
present 

n= 

Target condition 
absent

 n= 

Inconclusive
n = 

Inconclusive
n = 

Inconclusive
n = 

Reference standard
n = 

Reference standard
n = 

Reference standard
n = 

No reference standard
n = 

No reference standard
n = 

No reference standard
n = 

Abnormal result
n = 

Normal result
n = 

Inconclusive result
n = 

Index text
n = 

Excluded patients
Reasons n = 

Eligible patients
 n= 

Fig. 1. Prototypical flow diagram of  a diagnostic accuracy study.

Adapted from Bossuyt PM et al. Towards complete and accurate reporting of studies of diagnostic accuracy: The STARD initiative. Ann Intern 
Med 2003; 138:40-44.).
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believes that one general checklist for studies of di-
agnostic accuracy, rather than different checklists for 
each field, is likely to be more widely disseminated 
and perhaps accepted by users. Further, a separate 
background document explains the meaning and ra-
tionale of each item and briefly summarizes the type 
and amount of evidence (109). STARD also considers 
that the flow diagram is an essential element in the 
CONSORT standards for reporting of randomized tri-
als, thus, a comparable flow diagram has become an 
essential element of STARD. Flow diagrams in the re-
ports of diagnostic accuracy studies indicate the pro-
cess of sampling and selecting participants (external 
validity), the flow of participants in relation to the 
timing and outcomes of tests, the number of subjects 
who failed to receive either the index test and/or the 
reference standard (potential for verification bias) 
(220-222), and the number of patients at each stage of 
the study, thus providing the correct denominator for 
proportions, namely internal consistency (221-223). 

9.0 reportIng of dIAgnostIc AccurAcy 
studIes 

The STARD (4,65) provides a checklist of multiple 
items as shown in Table 5. 

9.1 Title, Abstract, and Key Words
The STARD recommends that the use of the term 

“diagnostic accuracy” in the title or abstract of the re-
port that compares the results of one or more index 
tests with the results of a reference standard. 

The first section also describes a structured ab-
stract and provides key words. Based on the require-
ments of the journal, the article will be published.

9.2 Introduction
The introduction should describe the scientific 

background, previous work on the subject, the re-
maining uncertainty, and, hence, the rationale for 
study. The research question should be clearly speci-
fied which will assist the readers in judging the appro-
priateness of the study design and data analysis. 

9.3 Methods
This section includes the description about the 

participants, test methods, and statistical methods. 

9.3.1 Participants
The report should include a clear and concise de-

scription of the targeted population. The eligibility 

criteria described the targeted patient population, in-
cluding additional exclusion criteria used for reasons of 
safety or feasibility. It is essential that readers under-
stand whether or not the study excluded patients with 
a specific condition known to adversely affect the way 
the test works, which would inflate diagnostic accuracy, 
also known as limited challenge bias (65,224). Further, 
the methods section should describe the setting and 
location, including where the patients were recruited 
and where the test and reference standard were per-
formed. It is also important to describe how eligible 
subjects were identified. While participant recruitment 
in diagnostic studies can start at different points, fre-
quently, the study enrolls consecutive patients clinically 
suspected of the target condition because of present-
ing symptoms or referral by another health care profes-
sional. Consequently, these patients then undergo the 
index tests, as well as the reference standard. 

The targeted study population includes all pa-
tients that satisfy the criteria for inclusion and are not 
disqualified by one or more of the exclusion criteria. 
The included patients may be either a consecutive 
series of patients presenting at the study center or a 
subselection. The subselection may or may not be truly 
random. 

The report should also clearly describe the data 
collection.

9.3.2 Test Methods
The test methods include the reference standard; 

technical specifications; definition of and rationale for 
the units; cutoffs and/or categories of the results of 
index tests and the reference standard; the number, 
training, and expertise of the persons executing and 
reading the index test and the reference standard; and 
whether or not the readers of the index tests and ref-
erence standard were blind to the results of the other 
tests and describe any other clinical information avail-
able to the readers. Thus, the authors should clearly 
define the reference standard and how the choice of 
the reference standard relates to the study question. 
Further, authors should describe the methods involved 
in the execution of the index test and reference stan-
dard in sufficient detail to allow other researchers to 
replicate the study. The descriptions also must be pro-
vided in reference to the definition of, and rationale 
for, the units, cutoffs, and/or categories of the results 
of the index tests and the reference standards. 

Variability in the manipulation, processing, or 
reading of the index test or reference standard will af-
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fect measures of diagnostic accuracy (225,226). Many 
studies have shown reader variability, especially in the 
field of imaging (227,228). 

Finally, the methodology should describe whether 
or not the readers of the index tests and reference stan-
dard were blind (masked) to the results of other tests 
and describe any other clinical information available 
to the readers. Blinding or masking of readers of the 
tests is important to avoid exacerbation of results. 

9.3.3 Statistical Methods
The authors should describe methods for calculat-

ing or comparing measures of diagnostic accuracy, and 
the statistical methods used to quantify uncertainty, 
such as 95% confidence intervals (CIs). In general, es-
timates of diagnostic accuracy are subject to chance 
variation, with larger studies usually resulting in more 
precise estimates. 

The authors also should describe the methods for 
calculating test reproducibility if performed. In the 
real world, neither the index test nor the reference 
standard is perfect. Consequently, their reproducibil-
ity varies and limited reproducibility adversely affects 
diagnostic accuracy (229).

9.4 Results
The results section includes reporting of partici-

pants, test results, and estimates.

9.4.1 Participants 
This section includes when the study was done, 

including beginning and ending dates of recruitment; 
clinical and demographic characteristics of the study 
population; and the number of participants satisfying 
the criteria for inclusion that did or did not undergo 
the index test and/or the reference standard and de-
scriptions of why participants failed to receive either 
test as illustrated in Fig. 1. 

9.4.2 Test Results
In this section, the report should include the time 

interval from the index tests to the reference standard, 
and any treatment administration between; distribu-
tion of severity of disease; a cross-sectional tabulation 
of results of the index tests by the results of the refer-
ence standard for conclusion results, the distribution 
of the test results by the results of the reference stan-
dard; and any adverse events from performing the in-
dex test or the reference standard. 

9.4.3 Estimates
This section clearly describes the estimates of diag-

nostic accuracy and measures of statistical uncertainty 
with 95% CIs, the procedure of handling of indeter-
minate results, missing responses, etc.; estimates of 
variability of diagnostic accuracy between subgroups 
of participants, readers, or centers, if done; and esti-
mates of test reproducibility, if done. 

9.5 Discussion
The discussion should describe interpretation of 

the results, generalizability of the results, and overall 
evidence. 

A structured format must be provided for the re-
sults. Based on the recommendations of the Annals of 
Internal Medicine (230), the authors should structure 
the discussion section by presenting: 

♦ A brief synopsis of the key findings
♦ Consideration of possible mechanisms and 

explanation
♦ Comparison with relevant findings from other 

published studies 
♦ Limitations of the present study and methods 

used to minimize and compensation for those 
limitations 

♦ A brief section that summarizes the clinical and re-
search implications of the work, as appropriate. 
It is of particular importance to discuss the weak-

nesses and limitations of the study. Along with the 
limitations, discussion of any impression of the results 
is essential to be included in the weaknesses. Impreci-
sion may arise in connection with several aspects of 
a study, including measurement of a primary diagno-
sis (41). It will also be worthwhile to describe the dif-
ference between statistically significant and clinical 
importance.

10.0 dIscussIon

Diagnosis is a critical component of health care, 
and clinicians, policy makers, and patients routinely 
face a range of questions regarding diagnostic tests. 
Well designed diagnostic test accuracy studies can 
help in making these decisions, provided that they 
transparently and fully report their participants, tests, 
methods, and results as facilitated by the STARD 
statement. 

Interventional pain management is an evolving 
specialty with multiple stumbling blocks in conduct-
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